Deciding to automate is much easier when the product conveys the quality on its own. Visumatic Power Driver Systems have a bullet-proof design that’s straightforward in function and performance. The systems are accurate, and designed to stay that way.

The **Advant-Edge**

9. One moving mechanism + zero adjustments = greater performance. **Built better.**
10. Independent Z-Axis and bit stroke.
11. Customer specified brand of PLC - keeps the same software in your plant.
12. From basic to sensorized Visumatic Smart Fixtures, all designed for operator simplicity & ease.
13. Table packages include powder-coated tubular steel or extruded aluminum of your choice - keeps your shop looking consistent.
14. Graphical touch screens or basic operator interface panels give maximum flexibility - all the information you need.
15. Reliable Visumatic internal cylinders have the longest duty cycle from the largest bearing surface - lasts longer. **Built better.**
16. Visumatic nozzles are designed to fit your part. Countersinks, flats or bosses - your parts dictate our design.
17. Integral manifold simplifies plumbing - easy maintenance.
18. Your choice of pneumatic, AC or DC electric drivers to fit your need - "maintenance familiar."
19. Shock absorption/stroke control - for a smooth, flexible stroke.

**The Standard Features**

1. Visumatic Power Driver Model VPD-4.2
2. Model 94 Automatic Screwdriver
3. PLC Controls
4. Solenoid Valve Package
5. Custom Fixture Mechanism
6. Standard FRL Package
7. Weldment/Table
8. Operator Interface Panel(basic)

**Innovative Automated Systems**

**Built Better**
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